Homebound Express Library Program Reader’s Profile

Name: ______________________________________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________

Phone: __________________________ Email: _______________________________________________

Preferred Formats

____ Books preferred (please check all that apply): _____ Large Print _____ Regular Print _____ Paperback edition

_____ Audiobooks preferred (only CD books available)

_____ A mix of both traditional books and audiobooks, please

Genres (1=low interest 3 = high interest)

Literary Fiction_____ Mysteries_____ Fantasy_____

Historical Fiction_____ Romance_____ Thrillers_____

Action/Adventure_____ Horror _____ Inspirational/Religious_____

Science Fiction_____ Urban/Hip Hop_____ Romantic Suspense_____

Western_____ Chick Lit_____

Reading History

Please list at least 3 of your favorite books and/or authors and what you enjoy about them.

1. 

2. 

3. 

Please list up to 3 books and/or authors you have read and not enjoyed. Why?

1. 

2. 

3. 

Preferences (check all that apply)

Happy/Light/Uplifting _____ Dark/Ironic_____ Funny _____ Serious_____ Safe/Relaxing_____ Suspenseful/Tense_____

One Plot Line_____ Multiple Plot Lines_____ Resolved Ending_____ Leaves You Thinking_____

Focus on Characters_____ Focus on Action and Events_____

Just a few characters_____ Many characters_____ Quirky Characters_____ Clever Dialogue/Wordplay_____

Humorous Situations/Events_____ Slapstick/Physical Humor_____

Dark Humor/Irony_____ Absurd Humor – Bizarre or Surreal_____

Setting

Indicate any setting about which you would particularly like to read (example: a specific country, state, or time period).

I do NOT want material with (please check all that apply)

Sexual Themes_____ Explicit Sexual Content_____ Rough/Obscene Language_____ War_____ Violence_____

Death_____ Disease_____ Religion_____ Addiction_____ Dark or Cynical Humor_____

Other ___________________________________________________________________________________

Anything else we should take into account for our suggestions?